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ABSTRACT 
This paper concerns with a system acts as dietitian for designing healthy 

meals. The work of the dietitian is very hard, complicated and lakes a lot of t in~c 
and ef.'f;u-t. The problem is how to build a system that can solve the diet problea~. 
So our system will save a lot of time and effort such that the result will be near or 
exact I ' X  Dietary Reference Intake (DRI). We applied our system on a case study 
for cx, ,nple under supervision of experts in nutrition, and the designed meal is 
accept; 1 by them. 

INTRODUCTION 
' the beginning we have to explain the meaning of designing healthy meals, 

which is "designing a meal such that its components are suitable for the need ofrl 
certain person with least costJ'. The food consists of primary components ( h r  
example Carbohydrate, Protein, Iron and Vitamins ... etc) and every person has 
different needs of these components, moreover these needs differ from onc person 
to ano~hcr. For example, the needs of builders differ from the needs of employees 
and also differ from the needs of the children. These needs are constant factors, 
and depend on the age, height, sex, and the kind of activity that the person is 
doing. With these needs we have a suitable DRI for what the person will take? 

Thus we want to put the suitable quantities of food (such as boilcd ricc, 
boiled red meat and green salad.. .. etc), which with its analysis meets the nlost 
favorable DRI for this person. With these constrains we designed a system that 
acts as dietitian for designing healthy meals. 

This paper is organized as follows: section two introduces the problenl 
statement. Section three summaries a survey of the previous work in the lieltl of 
designing dietitian systems. Section four concerns with our system for designing 
healthy meals and the used techniques to find the solution. Section five presents :I 

result of the designed mcal. Finally, we demonstrate the concli~sion and fLturc 
work in seclion six. 
Problem statement 

'To build a system that solves diet problem and find the cheapest combination ot' 
i'oods that will satisfj all the daily nutritional requirements of a person. .I llc 
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problem can be formulated as a programming problem where the objective 
function is to minimize the cost and meet the constraints, which require that 
nutritional needs must be satisfied. We include constraints that regulate the 
number of calories and amounts of vitamins, minerals, fats, sodium, and 
cholesterol in the diet. 

PREVIOUS WORK 
There are many techniques used in designing meals. After our analysis, we found 
that the best three traditional tools are NutriBase IV Clinical v.4.71. [6], Food 
Processor VII v.7. [3] and Nutritionist Pro v. 1.2. [4]. Also, there are an artificial 
intelligent tools that can stated as follows CAse-based Menu Planner (CAMP) [7], 
Pattern Regulator for the Intelligent Selection of Menus (PRISM) [2] and CAMP 
Enhanced by Rules (CAMPER) [5]. 
SYSTEM FOR DESIGNING HEALTHY MEALS. 
We designed a system for designing healthy meals, consists of three phases and 
uses a combination between linear programming and A1 techniques. Section 4.1 
describes the three phases and the techniques used. To fiend a solution is 
demonstrated in section 4.2. 

FIG 1 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
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1. System architecture. 
We build a system that acts as dietitian for designing healthy meals. The 
develi~pcd system conslsts of three phases. Phase one defines the problem 
structure, phase two is to find an intelligent solution and phase three is tc find the 
trditicmd solrrtions and archivmg as shown in figure I .  

1.1 .  Phase one, define the problem structure 
Phasc cmc 1% 13 (Tefitic Uie )mblern structure as foilow: - first dietitian enters the 
person cXa1a (sex, wight,  height, activity mcl arrthropometric data of the pxson) to 
find ard c:ali.ulatc tile requircil nutrient, second dirillian asks his person about 
what hi! like? fic.m fixd rakic. taking in consideratii~n to :;cli:ct from food groups, 
healthy rneais mtl healthy ;a,~,ht~i;ns to extnact fbod compi~sition table of sclecte'd 
food h m s ,  h n  ~ :u r  sl~stern Iwilds the pobIem struclure to bc solwd. The 
prolilcm snw wrl: 13' consi srs I? i' nlltriefit rcquirernent ('Ihrget j, food composition 
table oi seie I i'.l:,tf i tms  hurce) ,  and mrnirnum G~WY. 

1.2. Phase two,  Enteiligeot solution. 
Phnsc two starts &i. d?t?nln,: rhc pr!.d3i1rn structure a r d  fries to find a s:~lutilm of 
c l w  ?rohlcrn irsior;! AI  tei;kr:lc~clc (CI!:; a person's c;~f~lric. level, any optronal nu- 
f.r~tion, rind ltc.rs;.:n ?l  ;:rcli:r<wc criteria ,:.r.; i;tpts fir,:t Nutr'itiox; cri:i.ri-r ,tilrl~d to 
ensure tl~al thi: 1 5 4 1  :.cqulrc~vxits are: met. We put an indica~or iox. e:sh cc~nstraint 
to he uwd h u  this p r p s e ,  F'ire bcsl rneriu matches r l x  critcria are rei.ric:i.ed from 
the c;rSf ~ J ~ J S L :  dafd?;tse 

1.3, Phase tlirc-c. trmlitional solutions and arctriving. 
P h h s ~  ":..rec 1s the ias! ;&isi; i i b  designing meal anti VJ(: 11st: it ~f thew 1s no solution 
in p h w  twc~, ix., Ihi:ic! 1s r~ : case i;i datnfwe carr satisfy minimum critcria. Wc 
use sbmple~ to,~rr,g t i .  fiad n scluticm n i ~ l  it is a linear progr;mming ~echnicluc to 
solvo Jict prvolem. krircring w r  prcblem to simplc-x yalver, the solver either finds 
n sc1utic:n i.ir lincls nc; sclurr:m Jf'the result is nc soluiion, we can try nutritionist 
solver. and it is a t~)ij i  for designing healthy ~rwl. The dietitia1.1 c;:,: change 
qilantities of ibod items selcctcd, md see the changes of nutrient intake compared 
with fhs standard at the same time; but if simplex solver finds a solution, we can 
archive this designed meal. 

The dcsigncd rrml is only food items quantities intake during 24  ours. In 
the last phase we have to distribute food items on breakfast, morning snack, lunch, 
afternoon snack, dinner and Evening snack. 
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2. Techniques used to find the solution. 
In the proposed system we used the traditional technique and A1 techinque to find 
a solution 

2.1 Case-based reasoning. 
First defining person requirement of nutrient by calculating energy needed and 
finding suitable requirement of nutrients depended on person data (such age, sex, 
weight and height . . . etc) by selecting fkom DRI database, adding nutrient criteria 
to ensure that the requirements are met. Using nutrient indicator for this purpose. 
The best menu suiting the criteria is retrieved from the case base. 

Reusability metric is used to select and retrieve a case based on the ease of 
adapting it to meet nutrient requirements. Before a case can be reused, it must be 
adapted until it meets all user-specified constraints (e.g. such meal must contain 
boiled rice not macaroni), and additional constraints imposed as minimum DM. 
To find the best case, the system checks each case against all constraints. Any 
case meeting all constraints constitutes an exact match is retrieved. When a case 
does not comply with a constraint, a penalty score is assigned based on how 
difficult it would be to bring the case into compliance. After the menu is designed 
we add it to the case-base data-base to be used later on as shown in figure 2. [8] 

2.2 Simplex. 
Simplex is a linear programming technique to solve many problems such as the 
diet problem. We can formulate the diet problem into a mathematical model that 
can be solved by the simplex algorithm, the object function will be minimizing the 
cost of designed meal subject to constrains consists of food composition table of 
selected food items on the left hand side and standard intake of the person on the 
right hand side. By passing this mathematical model to simplex solver the result 

41 be the amounts of food items required for that person, moreover the minimum 
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costs. We can use simplex, after defining the person data, the nutrient 
requirements (goal), and defining the food composition table of preferred food 
items (source). [I] 

Where 
X = Food Item Weight 
a = Analysis of nutrient per food item 
6 = Standard intake during theday 
C = Cost of each food item 
n = Maximum number offood items(Food Items) 
m = 'Maximum number of standard nutrient intake (const1 

2.3 Nutritionist Solver. 
Nutritionist solver is a tool for designing healthy meals. After fixing 
dietitian input person data, calculate energy, nutrient required, and select 
suitable food items for that person, nutritionist input suitable quantities for 
selected food items. Nutritionist solver analyzes the meal and compares this 
analysis with the standard requirements. Sorting the difference between 
analysis and standard intake. The dietitian check if this meal is acceptable 
or not. If the meal is not acceptable because there is, a nutrient analysis 
does not match with the standard, the nutritionist solver will allow the 
dietitian replace that food item with another food item within the same 
group of old food items. For example if we use salted or smoked meat, or 
fish in our meal, nutritionist solver will find that, the amount of sodium is 
too high. So we want to reduce it, nutritionist solver will find that the salted 
or smoked meat, or fish gives too much amount of sodium and will suggest 
to replace this food item with another gives amount of sodium less than the 
amount of sodium of salted or smoked meat, or fish. By replacing salted or 
smoked meat, or fish fiom our meal by another one gives fewer amounts of 
sodium and recalculating from the beginning until the meal becomes an 
accepted one. 

When replacing a food item, nutritionist solver will sort the food group 
which food item exists in, sorting on the selected nutrient analysis. Selecting 
another foud item with, in the same group contain the old food item, with nutrient 
analysis greater or less than old food item if the nutrient analysis is less than the 
standard. If the nutrient analysis is greater than the standard, nutritionist solver 
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will select another food item with nutrient analysis less than the old food item as 
shown in figure 3 

",-. - -. <y"p I I 

Fig 3 Nutritionist Solver Flow Chart 
5 - EXPERIMENTED RESULTS. 

We developed an intelligent system for desigiling h~-;tltli!/ 
meals. Using this system we designed healthy meals after Jef'irlin;: 
nutrition facts from the dietitian taste and the prices F r m  thr: 
Egyptian market. 

The designed meals consist of breakfast, lunch and c h i e l  and 
designed for adult person. The informations of a person are, e .g : -  

Age: 31 years 

Height: 178 cm 
----I 

I 
I Physical Activity: Sedentary. Activity Type: LOW. 1 L--- - -- J 

Giving these: inLl--r.~,~ations we defined the standard reqliirc,ncn!r 
from dietary referemix intake calculated by the prcrposeJ s: ;tc.w, t:ra 

.hewn in figure 4 
---. 1 r- Person Information Report for ex, adult 

Summaw: 
2750.17 

~ e r c  Grams 
Calories 

21% 120.93 483.72 
378.13 1512.52 
14% 83.77 753.93 

Goal Value 
353.13 
30.56 

275.00 
900.00 

alcium (mgl 1000.00 
700.00 

24OO.OO - 
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The designed meal designed and reviewed by experts and 
professionals from the nutrition and food science department, home 
economics faculty, Menoufia University and the designed meal for 
that person is shown in figure 5 

bread 110 0.1 
dwese mrri 50 1.4 

2 cold cyt 30 0.5 
m wp of teaOD-s~ger,5-tea) 2513 0.25 

rm 300 3 .Q 

PCP nab 

Iftrra!wis 

Fig 5 Designed Meal 

6 - CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK. 

Nctrient 
:E.%.C~.Eoall 
P!!?,?!?.!". .Sal 
:.~@.O.W.I-~~~S.I.Q.I 
M+..~.t.I.a.l ................. 
:ch.~~+t!?.~!.Smal.......... 
Fiber I d  
.sod.!~.~?.Smal 
13aluum [ma] 

The main goal of this work is to design and implement a system to design healthy 
meals in a short time and in an efficient manner with minimum effort and 
minimum costs. In this paper we build a model for a system that act as dietitian 
for designing healthy meals. The developed system solves the diet problem and 

Tctal 
........................................................... ZZZ.9D 

.................................................................. = 
.......................................................... 

itam : ...................................................... 
............ 

~ s 4  ................................................................................................................................................ 
................................................................... 

r.iiim 

Standad 
.... 2L511:DD 
....... Go:!!.? 

378:.13 
83.77 : ......,,, 

............................................................................. 
25.00 

...*,.% 0:0O 
1POO.OD 

% 
......... ?9:18 
....... J.23:44 
........ 0:5Q 

140.96 ...................... 
92.13 

107.88 
....... J.00:74 

111.11 
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finds a combination of foods that will satisfy all the daily nutritional requirements 
of a person using a computer system with minimum cost.. 
The future work is to increase the usage of A1 in creating and adapting healthy 
meals. And upgrading our system to be more scalable (i.e. contains more 
parameters in the meal construction such as social, financial, geographical and 
seasonal parameters) 
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